Although an impaired longitudinal growth is a part of many chromosomal aberrations and a variety of single gene mutations, rarely is it the only symptom of patients with genetic syndromes. Otherwise, in a healthy child, the influence of parental height on the adult height of their children is well established. Although this genetic influence can be easily demonstrated by statistics and is observed over generations, the hormonal and metabolic factors that control the quantitative marker 'growth' remain difficult to establish. Genetics has used different approaches to address this question. Linkage studies so far have yielded some new, but partially conflicting, data about the key factors that influence growth and finally adult height. In contrast, the examination of 'candidate genes' has been very fruitful in identifying those genes that are responsible for some well-defined hormonal deficiencies in patients with severe short stature.
Introduction
Abnormal growth is a common reason for referral to a paediatric endocrinologist, but only a small proportion of patients have an identifiable pathological cause for their small stature, such as a growth hormone (GH) deficiency (GHD). This leaves the main proportion of patients with the diagnosis of idiopathic short stature (ISS), despite the fact that an intense medical workup has been performed to exclude a great body of metabolic disorders or environmental factors that can impair growth.
This leaves us with the question of what really influences growth and final height in these patients, and whether there is an identifiable margin between normal and abnormal. Many of our diagnostic approaches towards causes of short stature focus on the question of whether they are treatable or not. This review, however, will focus on which factors primarily influence physiological growth.
Environmental and metabolic factors are important regulators of the neuroendocrine axes, but these influences are superimposed upon a substantial degree of genetic control. It has been known for long time that parental height directly influences the child's growth, and algorithms to calculate target height, which is the mean of parental height corrected by a factor that accounts for the sex differences in growth, were developed in the very early days of auxology. Much of our everyday height prediction still relies on midparental height despite the fact that generations of children have continuously grown taller and taller. They have demonstrated a considerable increase in their mean height in the past decades due to the well-established secular trend. However, the correlation of their final height to midparental height remained stable. Analyses of adult height in families and studies of twins indicate that the heritability for the quantitative marker adult height ranges between 75 and 90%. Most of the estimates being above 80% (1) (2) (3) . This means that roughly 20% of adult height is due to environmental factors. Indeed, this genetic dependency of growth and final height is observed even under circumstances of prolonged states of mal-or over-nutrition (4) .
Statistically, adult height is normally distributed within a given population. This simple fact per se makes it very unlikely that the variation of adult height is the consequence of a genetic variation of a single locus that follows a classic form of Mendelian inheritance. Rather, it must be due to the additive effects of multiple genes. In this respect, adult height is expected to be a complex trait. Modern molecular genetics and new statistical approaches potentially provide powerful methods to identify the genes that are most likely to attribute to the process of growth and thereby final height.
In general, three major approaches have been followed to find the genes that underlie complex traits. There is an approach of resequencing candidate genes that are known to influence the process of growth by their physiological characteristics, there are genome-wide linkage analyses and finally there are association studies.
Examination of candidate genes
Examining the variability of genes that are known to contribute to the process of growth possibly provides important information on how much these factors contribute to differences in adult height.
So far, we are already aware of numerous single gene defects that can affect growth. A query in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database that contains the term 'short stature' will provide more than hundred syndromes that are associated with short stature. Paediatric endocrinology will obviously focus on those factors that are involved in the hormonal regulation of growth, i.e. factors that influence the complex regulation of the secretion within the hypothalamopituitary growth axis (see Fig. 1 ).
Starting from the gene that most evidently represents the hormonal control of growth, the human GH1, it was possible to find pathogenic mutations in almost every member of the signal cascade within the hypothalamopituitary growth axis ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ).
The mutations in the GH1 gene that were initially described were gene deletions, which followed an autosomal recessive way of inheritance (5-7). However, more detailed analyses revealed various mutations within the GH1 gene that followed both an autosomal dominant or a recessive trait (7) (8) (9) . Overall, the incidence even within a well-selected population of patients with isolated growth hormone deficiency (IGHD) of these mutations is rather low (!5%).
Factors that directly influence GH regulation have also been studied extensively like the growth hormonereleasing hormone receptor (GHRHR) and mutations were identified similarly causing autosomal recessive IGHD (10, 11) . Interestingly, no mutations within the GHRH have been identified so far (12) .
Following the GH axis downwards to the level of GH action on target tissue, genetic defects were identified within the possible candidate genes, always in a similar order. First, mutations were detected that affected the growth hormone receptor (GHR), which resulted in the clinical syndrome of GH resistance or Laron type dwarfism (13) . Most of these patients have a severe form of short stature with high GH and low insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) levels, accompanied by symptoms like a thin and wrinkling skin, sparse hair and a high-pitched voice. Patients with Laron's syndrome overall are very rare (/1%) and despite the fact that mutations within the GHR have been identified that are associated with a milder phenotype resembling patients with ISS (14, 15) genetic variations within the GHR are unlikely to account for a major proportion of the genetic Figure 1 Schematic view of the hypothalamo-pituitary growth axis and the factors involved. Most of the factors have been tested for their relevance by the candidate gene approach (see Table 2 ). Pituitary transcription factors control pituitary development in a sequential order. GH release is controlled by the hypothalamic release of somatostatin and GHRH. All the defects within the GH-receptor or downstream factors result in various states of GH resistance. SHOX is not directly involved in the GH-axis. Defects are found in idiopathic short stature, short stature related to Turners syndrome and Leri Weill syndrome. Whole genome linkage analyses implicate that it may hold a major influence also on normal growth variation. variability in adult height. Similarly, recessive mutations within Stat5, a protein associating with the GHR and important for signal transduction have been described in patients with intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) and postnatal growth retardation who showed GH insensitivity and an immunodeficiency (16, 17) . In contrast, a deletion of the IGF-I gene was found to be associated with intrauterine and postnatal growth failure associated with mental retardation and deafness (18) . Finally, mutations within the IGF-I receptor (IGF-IR) have been found to be associated with IUGR (19, 20) , again these mutations have been identified only in few patients so far with the rare hormonal constellation of high IGF-I serum levels in the face of growth failure. At the first sight, it therefore seems unlikely that variations of this receptor will account for a major part of the genetic variance of adult height.
Factors that coordinate the embryological development of organs that participate in the regulation of growth will also profoundly influence adult height. Today, the network of transcription factors that regulate pituitary development is well established. Mutations have been identified in pituitary factors like PIT1 (POU1F1) (21) PROP1 (22) , HESX1 (23) or LHX3 (24) and LHX4 (25) which result in various forms of multiple pituitary hormone deficiency (MPHD). They are primarily associated with severe forms of short stature. Despite theses initial observations, a systematic genetic analysis of patients with MPHD revealed a variability of the phenotypic manifestation caused by some mutations within these pituitary transcription factors.
As an overall rule, the earlier during embryogenesis of the pituitary the affected factor is expressed, the more complex and variable the resulting phenotype can be. This refers to the number of different pituitary hormone lines that are affected, the severity of the hormone deficiencies and possible associations with further morphological and structural abnormalities. However, there is also a greater variability in the severity of phenotypic manifestation, if the mutation does not result in a complete loss of function of the gene involved. This means that minor mutations in some of these transcription factors like (LHX3, LHX4 and HESX1) may result in a syndrome that could be characterised by an inadequate GH secretion alone. Although poor candidates at first sight, these genes theoretically could account for some of the variability of human adult height.
Despite the fact that the candidate gene approach has established the genetic link between many of the hormonal factors and genetic forms of growth failure, it remains difficult if not impossible to quantify their influence on 'normal' adult height. This is mainly due to two facts: the technical difficulty to make statistical analyses within a population about conditions with extremely rare manifestations, and the systematic error, which inherently occurs when 'candidate patients' with a distinct phenotype are examined for the occurrence of mutations in a candidate gene.
The examination of pedigrees, segregation analysis and linkage studies
A 'segregation analysis' is the formal entry to all following analyses that try to identify genetic regions within the entire genome that could regulate the quantitative marker adult height. It permits to identify the general patterns of inheritance, to determine the degree of familiarity and sometimes even to estimate roughly the complexity, meaning the number of genes, which underlies a quantitative trait like height is.
Such segregation analyses require families rather than individuals where the quantitative trait adult height is measured in several generations and these data are statistically analysed and compared with other families. A computer program like statistical analysis for genetic epidemiology (SAGE) can calculate correlation coefficients (r 2 ) of height from the sums of squares and cross products in relative pairs. It has been calculated that in first degree relative pairs (parent-child) r 2 Z0.4, in second degree relative pairs (grandparent-child) r 2 Z 0.2 and in third degree relative pairs (first cousin-child) r 2 Z0.06 (26) . This reflects the high relevance that the genetic input has on individual growth (see Table 2 ). This study was performed in 200 Dutch families. Further analysis in this population suggested that few mainly recessive allele(s) have major effects on height and are modulated by multiple other genes. For 'linkage analysis', multiplex families are similarly required. The quantitative marker adult height seems ideally suited for such an analysis, because it is stable once the person has grown up and it is technically easy to obtain. It just means to type a genome-wide set of polymorphic informative markers in pedigrees to find the regions within the whole genome that are inherited more often than expected in relatives with similar phenotypic characteristics (small or tall stature). This approach has the advantage that it is an unbiased genome-wide search for causal genes and it has been successfully employed in the identification of numerous single-gene disorders.
However, in complex traits, the power of linkage studies can easily be impaired. This is due to the fact that the effect of any individual genetic variant most likely will be modest if several genes are involved. The influence of environmental factors will impair the power of the analysis and inaccurate phenotyping in more complex disorders can severely interfere with the result. From these considerations, however, the complex trait growth seemed rather well suited for a linkage analysis approach (27) . The phenotype (adult height) is stable, environmental influence at least seems limited, and segregation analysis suggested the presence of a limited number of genes with a major impact on growth.
In the initial attempt, Hirschhorn et al. analysed genome-wide linkage data from four different populations from Finland, Sweden and Quebec and found three regions with significant evidence of linkage to stature: 7q313-36, 12p11.2-q14 and 13q32-33. An additional region was found at chromosome 6q24-25. A following study of another group found regions with limited significance at chromosomes 5q31, Xp22 and Xq25 in individuals from Europe (28) and thereby no overlap with the initial report. A third study at least overlapped on genes 6q25 and 12q1 with the report by Hirschhorn and additionally found chromosome 9p1 to be significantly linked with adult height (26) . Finally, Perola et al. found significant regions at chromosomes 7pter and 9q, which overlapped at least partially with regions by two former analyses (29) .
The partially conflicting results of these initial attempts to identify the chromosomal regions relevant for human growth seemed confusing and it was difficult to determine whether they were due to the different ethnicity of the populations studied, different sample sizes that ranged between 50 and 200 families or differences in the statistical approach.
A number of 'second generation' linkage analyses on growth, which mainly involved larger sample sizes (up to 434 pedigrees and 4130 individuals (30) ) are narrowing down on a smaller number of genetic regions that are associated with body height. Regions identified here attain high significance levels and can be replicated in various populations (28, 30) . Among the regions with the highest significance are chromosomes 9q22, Xq24 and Xp22 (see Table 3 ).
This does not mean that other loci remain insignificant and do not contribute to final height, they are more likely to be part of the polygenic background of adult height, genes, which per se have a smaller influence. During the initial studies several loci had occurred that contained genes, which were 'old bodies' for paediatric endocrinologists: the GH1 gene, the GHRHR gene and the LHX3 gene. However, repeated analysis did not support major significance. The fact that they are no longer part of the exclusive family of major growth determining genes does not diminish their role in certain disease states like IGHD or MPHD, they probably just do not determine the variability of physiological adult height to any greater extend. Now, which genes can be deduced from the present studies as the major determinants of normal growth? Even in the face of convincing evidence of such linkage, it is difficult to progress from this level down to the level of identifying a causal gene or a causal sequence variation. The typical region a linkage analysis can narrow down to in complex traits is 20 cM long (centimorganZ1% recombination probability), which corresponds to an average of 20 megabases. In such a stretch of DNA numerous genes will be located. Even if the right gene is picked in such a region, the proof that the variants, which have been found are causal, remains somewhat difficult. This, among other reasons is due to the fact that the variants are not necessarily easily detectable as simple nonsense, frameshift or missense mutations, which usually underlie single gene disorders.
So far it is interesting, however, that within two of the three regions with the highest significance, 9q22, and Seeking proof in the broader, unrelated population, association studies Association studies constitute a complementary method, which helps to identify common variants with only a modest genetic effect. In contrast with whole genome linkage analyses, they are hypothesisdriven, returning to the old fashioned way of doing research. They are simple in principle: the frequency of a genetic variation is measured in affected individuals and in controls. If the frequency significantly differs between the two groups, an association can be assumed. For the study of the quantitative trait growth, two groups have to be formed: people who have short stature and people with normal height. Despite their simple approach, association studies have numerous drawbacks. There are the inherent difficulties in the stratification of the populations studied, the temptation of these studies to test multiple hypotheses at one time and the possibility that the marker examined is not perfectly correlated with the causal variant (34, 35) . This makes it conceivable why association studies have not been consistently reproducible. In a systematic evaluation of association studies, which had established 166 associations between common diseases and common variants, only six of these associations were reproducible in more than 75% of the published reports (36) . Nevertheless, more than 50% of the studies were replicable at least once.
Association studies rely on genes or loci that previously have been identified as candidates, either by a candidate gene approach or via linkage analyses. Modern high-throughput technologies in genotyping and the knowledge of the human genome make these studies more and more powerful as a large set of genes in a large population can be studied.
Candidate genes of the hypothalamo-pituitary growth axis that underwent association analysis are the IGF-I gene and the GHR gene. Table 3 Reported linkage between chromosomal localisation and adult-height.
Chromosome
Association reported by linkage analysis ( †Z1 report)
No. Location
In first generation studies (!200 pedigrees sample size)
In second generation studies (O200 pedigrees sample size)
Known growth related gene(s) located in region
Significant linkage reported from studies with populations with less than 200 pedigrees is called first generation linkage. The second generation studies cited here contained O200 pedigrees (434 pedigrees in the publication by (30) . No logorithmic odds ratio-scores are given because they differed considerably between the different studies due to sample size and the statistical approach used. This list therefore also reflects the interpretation given by the different authors.
Three highly polymorphic markers lie close before, within and behind the IGF-I gene. The so-called IGF-I192bp allele was found to be correlated with an increased risk for myocardial infarction, type 2 diabetes, lower serum IGF-I levels and a reduced birth weight (37, 38) . In other studies, Frayling et al. did not find this locus to be associated with diabetes type 2, differences in IGF-I levels or adult height (39) . In a third study, the authors found an association between this marker birth weight, head circumference and IGF-I levels (40) . The conflicting results of these reports should not be discouraging as the problems of association studies are well established, but also should be able to overcome.
Recently, another association study has gained even broader interest among paediatric endocrinologists. There is a common polymorphism within the GH receptor. Exon 3 of the GHR gene can be present or absent due to the fact that it is flanked by two highly homologous sequence-stretches (41) . Analyses of this polymorphic marker showed that the shorter form of the GHR is associated with a better growth response in children with small for gestational age or ISS, who receive a relatively high dose of recombinant GH to promote growth (42) . So far, these findings have been confirmed by one study (43) and another study showed a better growth response in children with IGHD who received an even lower dose of recombinant human GH (44) . However, in our own population of patients with IGHD, we were not able to establish such a correlation.
Conclusion
The identification of the genes that influence the complex trait height is more complex than anticipated. However, both the 'candidate gene' and the 'reverse genetics' approaches using linkage analysis on a whole genome scale have produced results that already have furthered our understanding on the complex mechanisms that influence growth. Both the approaches have come closer to each other, but so far they have not produced the overlap of evidence that many of us had anticipated before the 'fishing cruise' had started. As such, they so far seem complementary to each other. The major benefit of the candidate gene approach is that it will allow us to confirm a diagnosis in certain identifiable growth disorders and, thereby, will help us to refine our treatment strategies. The data obtained by linkage analyses at present will be a target of future affirmative studies if feasible either by the candidate gene approach or by association studies.
At present, we are not in the position to set our somewhat old-fashioned midparental height calculations aside and turn to the determination of specific genetic markers that would allow us to obtain a precise height prediction in a child. However, my personal anticipation is that the results of linkage studies in near future will find their way into the algorithms for height prediction in certain critical situations as their first practical application.
The results obtained so far, although they may seem disappointing to some of us, are promising considering the methodological limitations that are imposed by each of the approaches. After all, height and thereby growth is under a much stronger genetic control than most other complex traits. As such, the experience obtained by genetic studies in the physiology of growth may have an instrumental role for the study of other complex multi-gene disorders like obesity and high blood pressure.
